
JCB TOOLS PRESENT EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION OPPORTUNITIES AT THE 2024 
INTERNATIONAL HARDWARE SHOW IN COLOGNE 

JCB Tools - an official partner of construction equipment manufacturer, JCB – will be exhibiting at 
Eisenwarenmesse Cologne this year. 

The experienced engineering team at JCB Tools has worked closely with the JCB Industrial Design 
team at the company’s world headquarters in Staffordshire to produce a comprehensive and ever-
expanding range of product categories. 

As such, JCB Tools are now offering the opportunity to become an exclusive distributor within your 
respective region and would like to welcome enquiries from prospective distributors. 

Entrusted as a worldwide licence holder of JCB Tools, Genpower Ltd will be on hand at Stand D-001 
in Hall 10.2 to answer any technical and commercial questions, as well as showcasing a selection of a 
rapidly growing product range; including a series of new-for-2024 arrivals. 

Spanning across three continents and six locations, Genpower Ltd has over 17-years of experience 
with establishing a professional approved dealer network, as well as becoming a market leading and 
trusted name by selling directly to the consumer market via ecommerce channels and specialist online 
retailers. 

As a JCB distributor, you will have immediate access to a world-class support team, exclusive 
distribution rights in your territory and a direct route into various market channels such as; retailers, 
DIY chains, builders merchants, agricultural companies and garden centres. 

A world-class support team - built of trained engineers, professional sales and customer service 
representatives, along with a dedicated aftersales team - will help expand your portfolio, while our 
dynamic marketing department will help accelerate your growth. 

The JCB Tools range has been designed to meet the demands of the trade by ensuring high quality 
manufacturing technology and materials are used throughout the range. As part of the JCB family, 
JCB Tools continually innovate to get the job done better, with quality that won’t let you down. 

The current range includes; Contractor & Landscaping Tools, Power Tools, Generators, Pressure 
Washers, Water Pumps, Space Heaters, Wood Chippers, Engines, Automotive Tools, Power Tool 
Accessories and Hand Tools. 

Contractor and Landscaping Tools 

Our range of professional grade contractor and landscaping tools are crafted from high quality 
material, including carbon steel, to cope with the demands of heavy duty applications in demanding 
environments. 

Power Tools 

Featuring advanced brushless motor technology, our range of power tools are built to offer 25% 
more power, 50% longer run time and extended motor life - providing great benefits to the user.  

In addition to our selection of brushless motor products, JCB Tools provides a range of cordless 
power tools, which are powered by the innovative JCB E-Tech lithium-ion battery. With options 
ranging from 2Ah to 8Ah, the adaptive and interchangeable E-Tech battery can be used to power any 
of our cordless models. 



Our range of corded power tools are designed to be used for your construction and renovation 
needs. They are robust, powerful and built for the trade professional. With a selection ranging from 
demolition hammers and hammer drills to mitre saws and sanders, the JCB Tools corded range are 
built for hard work and made to last. 

Portable Power Products 

JCB Tools portable power products offer high quality equipment for your construction and 
renovation needs.  

The range includes open frame site generators, replacement engines, pressure washers, water 
pumps, wood chippers and diesel powered space heaters. 

Site Generators 

Our petrol powered open frame site generators are suitable for heavy duty applications and designed 
to provide power for building and construction sites, mobile workshops and farms. Our largest 457cc 
variant produces a maximum power output of 7.9kW.  

Pressure Washers 

The petrol range also includes a duo of pressure washers, which feature high-quality Annovi 
Reverberi Triplex pumps to tackle heavy plant, machinery, agricultural and commercial applications. 

Replacement Engines 

The range is further bolstered with a selection of 4-stroke replacement engines, each certified with 
an EU V Emissions rating and manufactured with straight and tapered shaft options to cater for 
various power product integrations. 

Water Pumps 

Our petrol range also includes three clean and dirty water pumps, which are powered by the market 
leading 224cc/7.5hp JCB engine. Depending on their intended level of use, the models offer a total 
head pressure varying from 25 to 32cm, and a maximum flow rate ranging from 600 to 1000L/min. 

Wood Chippers 

The heavy-duty JCB wood chippers complete the petrol powered contingent of our portable power 
product range. Powered by the 224cc/457cc 4-stroke JCB engines, the wood chippers are designed 
to rapidly chip large quantities of wood in a short period of time. Our largest chipper is capable of 
chipping wood up to 120mm in diameter. 

Space Heaters  

The portable power product range is completed by the diesel/kerosene powered space heaters, 
which are available in three different options, depending on the level of heat output that is required. 

All three JCB space heaters are powerful and low consumption and are designed to displace heat 
quickly and evenly. Our largest variant, which generates 215,000BTU of heat output, is capable of 
heating large commercial areas up to 1500m³.  

 

For further information on our wide range of tools and accessories, visit JCB Tools at Stand D-001 in 
Hall 10.2, or take a look at our brochure, which can be found on https://jcb-tools.com  


